ONSITE
- PERSONAL TRAINER
- INSPECTION
- MAINTENANCE
- OVERHAULS
- DISASSEMBLING AND REPOSITIONING
- PRE-PRODUCTION SERVICES

EXPERT OPINION
- LINE OPTIMIZATION
- LAYOUT AND POSITIONING
- USED MACHINE SUPPORT
- FOR MACHINE UPDATE
- TRAINING

DIGITAL SERVICE
- Mash Machine System Health
- Remote Support
- E-Portal
- Tyne

PARTS AND MATERIALS
- SPARE PARTS
- UPGRADE
- RETROFIT
- SERVICE PACKAGES
- MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

USA
Christiania Corporate Center, 200 Continental Drive, Suite 401, Office #423, Newark, 19713, Delaware - USA Ph. +1 302 510 9077 info@galdi.us

MOROCCO
Imm. Moulay, 571 Soukaz, Boul. A Salem Sténi, Avenida Mohamed V, 11000, Rabat, Maroc, Tél. +212 538 006 807 Fax +212 538 006 771 service.africa@galdi.ma

RUSSIA
B. Nezhdanovykh str. 23, b. 3, BE-1032A, 127015, Moscow, RU Tel. +7 (495) 269 12 53 Fax +7 (495) 269 12 53, ext. 165 info.russia@galdi.ru

SHANGHAI
Galdi Packaging Equipment (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Room 1228, 12/F Zhongyi Building, 580 Nanjing West Road - SHANGHAI Phone +86 21 6039 1938 info@galdi.cn

HEADQUARTERS
Galdi s.r.l a socio unico Via E. Fermi 43/B 31038 (TV) - ITALY www.galdi.it

UPGRADE
- Personal Trainer
- Inspection
- Maintenance
- Overhauls
- Disassembling and Repositioning
- Pre-Production Services
Our field experience allows us to constantly improve the performance of our machines. That’s why we offer several optional upgrades with several added benefits: increasing performances, reducing maintenance costs, improving machine cleaning, etc.

**ADVANTAGES**

- Increased performance
- Operating cost reduction
- Increased over filled product and package quality
- Longer machine lifecycle